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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Purpose of this Customer Presentation:This presentation is intended to be used by the <Partner> to articulate the value of a partner solution integrated with the Teams platformIntroduction and contextSet the context for the rising frequency of hybrid work and how this affects organizational collaboration. List specific challenges that customers may encounter and portray how your application in Teams directly solves these.Pillars and featuresDive into the core benefit pillars offered through integration. List features and capabilities that support the pillars and allow for better collaboration in hybrid environments.Application in actionInclude a demonstration video or live demo and customer success story to showcase the application in Teams. ConclusionRestate the core benefit pillars and direct the customer to the listing in AppSource.Tips:Make sure that your deck explicitly talks about your solution integrated with Teams, not just a stand-alone app. Focus on how the integration meets specific customer needs, especially in a hybrid work setting and for a particular team within a businessBegin each slide title and bullet points with a verb



Agenda  Microsoft Teams powers hybrid work collaboration
 LMS365 App for Teams
 See it in action: LMS365 for Teams



Hybrid work is here to stay

1 Microsoft Work Trend Index Annual Report 2021

of leaders say they plan to make 
major changes to their flexible 
work policies180%
of employees want flexible 
remote work options to stay173%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hybrid work context settingState research that supports the notion that hybrid work is here to stayLeave this slide as is



Hybrid workplaces are challenged to keeping up employee 
productivity, performance and retention

Upskilling and reskilling the 
workforce to grow and 
adapt

Rethinking the way L&D 
deliver and manage learning 
in the flow of work

Retain and attract talent in the 
Great Reshuffle

2 Microsoft Research + Insights Asana Anatomy of Work Index, 2021

On average, 
information workers 
switch between 10 apps 
up to 25 times a day2

25X

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hybrid work context and challengeHeading: broad contextSet the context of hybrid work and challenges to collaboration that customers encounter. For example, if you have an app that improves sales team collaboration, a header could read “Remote selling is the new reality in hybrid work”Bullets: specific challengesList specific challenges that your application in Teams helps to solve.The challenges can be tailored to specific teams within a business. The challenges should be directly addressed by the benefit pillars slide and throughout the presentation.



Create a collaborative Learning 
& Development environment 
in Microsoft Teams

 Stay organized with teams 
and channels 

 Schedule and conduct team 
meetings 

 Quickly share and access files
 Add apps in Teams to expand 

collaboration

Meet

Chat

Call

Collaborate

Integrate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Microsoft Teams capabilitiesEnsure the audience is informed on essential ways they can drive collaboration using Microsoft TeamsCustomize the title to a specific business team that benefits the most from your solution  (sales, marketing, IT, etc.)



Access learning within your
existing Microsoft environment

Create a collaborative learning 
workspace

Create and deliver learning in 
the flow of work

Create an engaging and 
collaborative learning 
experience with LMS365
in Microsoft Teams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Joint value proposition and pillarsCommunicate what the audience will be able to accomplish with the integration in TeamsBegin the statement with a verbMake the statement clear and specificInclude 3 core benefit pillarsKeep these briefAlign the pillars directly to the previously introduced challenges



Access learning within your 
existing Microsoft environment

Bring structured learning to 
where your employees are already 
working in Teams and Viva Learning 
with the LMS365 App

Access your LMS365 Learner 
Dashboard all without exiting Teams 
making it easy to take the relevant 
training you need

Give learners the flexibility to access 
learning anytime, anywhere and on 
any device through Teams or 
LMS365

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Benefit pillar 1List features of your solution in Teams that support the key benefitInclude a screenshot from the UI in Teams



Create a collaborative learning 
workspace

Create specific training channels giving
employees the opportunity to interact, 
help and learn from each other through
the learning process

Suggest and share courses directly in a 
chat or channel using the LMS365 pin or 
@ sign making the learning experience 
more personalized

Promote knowledge sharing amongst 
employees and empower subject matter 
experts to create courses with the 
LMS365 Course Creator

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Benefit pillar 2List features of your solution in Teams that support the key benefitInclude a screenshot from the UI in Teams



Create and deliver learning in 
the flow of work

Ensure that learners receive the right 
upskilling training by bringing the 
LMS365 Course Catalog right into a 
channel as tab

Improve retention by offering valued 
training opportunities using LMS365 
Training Plans specifically designed to 
the individual user’s needs

Keep track of learners’ progress and 
analyze the efficiency of your training 
programs with ready-made Power BI 
templates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Benefit pillar 3List features of your solution in Teams that support the key benefitInclude a screenshot from the UI in Teams



See it in action: LMS365 in Teams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TransitionUpdate to include your solution in the title



 Implemented a learning platform that leverages 
the collaborative capabilities of Microsoft 365 
and Teams

 The ability to share individual courses within a 
specific conversation thread or add training as 
tabs within a channel

 Reduced the amount of click it takes for 
employees to access relevant learning

 Increased collaboration when developing and 
deploying learning content

RealFoundations Leverages 
Microsoft Teams and LMS365 
for Global Employee Training

“The LMS365 add-in for Microsoft Teams 
has proven extremely helpful to us for both 
deploying and accessing learning content. 
As an enterprise, we embraced Teams to 
aid in delivering our services and project-
oriented work. It was an extremely 
pleasant surprise when I discovered that 
LMS365 developed what has proven to be 
an intuitive and useful add-in for the 
platform. Now, we can collocate learning 
courses and training plans we have 
authored alongside the conversation and 
file collaboration experience already native 
within Teams“

Alex Cross
Knowledge Manager, RealFoundations

Results

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Customer success storyMention the customer in the slide title along with information about how they benefited from your solution in TeamsList concrete results, ideally including quantitative dataProvide a quote from the customer along with their name



Want to learn more about LMS365? Click here

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DemonstrationInclude a demo video or live-action demonstration 

https://lms365.com/build-for-your-preferred-software/
https://vimeo.com/731649297/accb3ae745


Create an engaging and 
collaborative learning 
experience with LMS365
in Microsoft Teams

Access learning within your 
existing Microsoft environment

Create a collaborative learning 
workspace

Create and deliver learning in 
the flow of work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recap solution integration benefitsSummarize how your solution in Teams will create positive customer outcomes



Get the app now

Visit AppSource to get started with LMS365 
for Microsoft Teams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Call to actionUpdate this slide to include the AppSource link to your solution

https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-US/product/office/elearningforce.lms365_spfx
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